Introduction
The importance of nitrogen to the chemical world cannot be overstated. Unfortunately the most abundant isotope, 14N, has both a large quadrupole moment and a low gyromagnetic ratio, making it quite unattractive from an NMR spectroscopists perspective. Nonetheless, interesting information has been determined by observing the 14N quadrupolar interaction in single crystals (1) (2) (3) (4) , powders (5) , and partially ordered phases (6) (7) (8) (9) .
Although the magnitude of the electric field gradients surrounding nitrogen nuclei in many interesting molecules will make the observation of a quadrupolar broadened powder spectrum nearly impossible, there do exist a significant number of symmetrically substituted ammonium compounds which have quadrupolar coupling constants which are on the same order as those observed for deuterium compounds (5) . Observation of these broadened NMR powder lineshapes may be facilitated by the use of quadrupolar echo (10) , multiple frequency excitation (11) ,' or the interpretation of sideband spectra from magic angle spinning experiments (12) . From a rigid lattice powder lineshape one can determine the quadrupole coupling constant (e 2 qQ) and asymmetry parameter (n) once distortions inherent to the particular technique have been taken into account.
Low SIN can be considered an integral part of any powder lineshape; the broader the line the lower its intensity at any given point. For 14N, this problem is compounded by a low gyromagnetic ratio. A technique which has clearly been demonstrated as a valuable method for enhancing NMR signals of weakly resonating nuclei is that of rotating frame cross-polarization (13) . In particular those schemes whic~-involve direct detection of the polarized spin signal will give the most undistorted representation of its frequency domain intensity (14) . Here we investigate the effect of applying the direct detection crosspolarization technique to broad distributions of 14N quadrupolar frequencies in an attempt to see if the technique has any practical utility under these circumstances. This work complements that of Brunner, Reinhold and Ernst (15, 16) in which the indirectly detected double quantum cross-polarization of this nucleus in single crystals was invest i gated.
The Cross-Polarization Process
The dynamics of the cross-polarization process have been deduced by many in the past (17, 18) , a particularly enlightening analysis relating to our present situation is given by Vega et !l (19) . No attempt is made here toward an exact treatment; we merely show a qualitative understanding of the results we have obtained.
A typi cal proton-nitrogen cross-pol ari zati on experiment consi sts of three parts: (1) preparation of the proton polarization,
establishment of contact between the proton and nitrogen spins, and (3) observation of the nitrogen polarization produced. The preparation phase involves transfer of the large proton Zeeman polarization to a much smaller effective field via an adiabatic demagnetization in the rotating frame (ADRF), or spin lock (SL). Contact is established through the heteronuclear dipolar interaction when the possibility of mutual, energy conserving spin flips exists. This is tantamount to matching the
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nitrogen and proton effective fields in the rotating frame. In our experiments, the nitrogen polarization is observed directly by use of a quadrupolar echo, or with additional pulses being applied to the system in order that non-observable double quantum coherence be rendered observable.
Contact Phase of the Cross Polarization
Prior to the establishment of contact-between the proton (I) and nitrogen (S) spins, it is assumed that the S spins are saturated and will exhibit no signal. During the contact phase, the assumption of a spin temperature in the rotating frame is assumed to be valid for both the I and S spins, and establishment of a purely thermodynamic equilibrium between the two systems occurs. The variation of the inverse S spin temperature with time, assuming no coupling to the lattice (i.e. [1] whereS =SI/1+ e:n 2 , n=w /w. ande:=[NSS(S+1)]/[NII(I+1)]. With a full eq es el treatment of the dynamics (17), one can explicitly derive TIS via: but we will merely take over the results of Vega et !l (19) [3] for the SL case, and [4] for the ADRF case. In these expressions, wei and wes are the rotating frame effective fields of the I and S spins respectively, M 2IS is the dipolar second moment of the S spins due to the I spins and is defined [5] The spectral density Jp(w) is defined Jp(W)= ~cos wt Cp(t)dt; Pox. or z [6] 4 where Cp(t) is the autocorrelation function of the I spins due to homonuclear dipolar flip-flop processes. It is to be noted that this will differ between ADRF and SL states due to the truncation of the II spin interaction in the latter (when the irradiation field exceeds the local field).
The cross-polarization process is expected to distort a powder lineshape, composed of contributions from crystallites at all possible orientations with respect to the high field, because the cross relaxation rate is orientation dependent. In particular, both the heteronuclear and homonuclear dipolar interaction possess a P 2 (cos 8)
dependence, and thus it is expected that both M 2IS and Jp(w) will have a similar dependence. Previous observations of distortions in chemical [7] becomes
[ 8] This equation is now put in diagonal form via u t HSU=HST (the superscript T refers to a til ted operator) where
For small resonance offsets (~w«w1s)' the term we is modified to 
Hartmann-Hahn Conditions
To easily derive the Hartmann-Hahn conditions, we will use an argument similar to that of Vega (23) . In order for the perturbation . I"'
.. We now wish to find the effect of the Hamiltonian [11] on HIST. The I spins, which possess a spin of 1/2, will modulate the term I z in HIST with a frequency w 1I = Y I H 1I • For the S spins we must calculate where H IS ST refers to the tilted S spin portion of HST= -w e S z 2 -3 + W Q /3( Sz l-3+ Szl-2). This yields the T HIS ' and result [12] in which it is clear from equations Relaxation due to condition 1 occurs along Szl-3 in the tilted frame and will have a relaxation rate, for the ADRF case, [14] while that due to condition 2 occurs along S 1-2 and is characterized by z [15] Since the two effective fields are oPPosite in sign, full overlap of conditions 1 and 2 (i.e. when w1I=w1S' and w1S»wQ) results in a polarization along Sz2-3 in the tilted frame which is characterized by Partial overlap of conditions 1 and 2 produces a complicated situation
. .
• 9 which we shall not attempt to analyze here.
Polarizations Produced ft, •
It is now necessary to rotate each polarization produced in the ..
tilted frame back to the original frame of reference. Rotation of S 1-3 z produces an observable coefficient Sx of sine =2w1S/we' while rotation of Sz1-2 produces an observable coefficient Sx of -sine. In the case of full overlap, the rotation of Sz2-3 generates only Sx(because e must be 90° pulse 45° out of phase with the mixing period, or alternatively, it may be observed with one half the efficiency via a hard 45° pulse 90° out of phase with the mixing period (19) . At wQ=O, only a coefficient of Sx is produced regardless of the matching condition, as would be expected.
Experimental Considerations
In order to test the usefulness of the cross polarization scheme experimentally, we chose ammonium sulfate, a compound which had been well characterized in the past. Its room temperature crystal structure gives rise to two non-equivalent nitrogen nuclear site-s with the following quadrupo1ar couplings (24) site I: e 2 qQ/h=154.55 kHz, n =0.684 site II: e 2 qQ/h=115.71 kHz, n =0.749.
A standard proton decoup1ed quadrupo1ar echo spectrum is shown in Figure   2 . This compound is convenient for study due .to its long proton TIP ( >80 msec) and T 10 ( >1 sec) at room temperature.
In order to observe the effect of cross relaxation on such a broad spectrum (230 kHz), it is necessary to echo the single and double quantum polarizations produced. Outlines of the r.f. fields we have used for this purpose are shown in Figure 3 . A quadrupolar echo sequence consists of a 90° pulse of the same phase as the mixing field. This will only echo observable coefficients present following the cross polarization. Non-observable double quantum polarization is rendered observable via a 90° pulse of 45° phase, this observable may now be echoed by a 90° pulse in phase with the mixing field as shown in figure   3 . After such a sequence, we ideally expect to observe three echo signals; two stimulated echoes of single quantum origin and one double quantum echo which will appear as a derivative. This will be discussed at length later.
Experimental Procedure
All experiments were performed on a home built spectrometer operating at a 14N resonance frequency of 19.507 MHz (26 Explorer IlIa digital oscilloscope having a maximum data acquisition rate of 50 ns/point. All data were acquired in the presense of proton decoupling •
The ammonium sulfate was of reagent grade and used without further purification. Tetraalkylammonium compounds were recrystallized at least once from an appropriate solvent. All compounds had been subjected to drying in vacuo at 85° C for at least 12 hours prior to being sealed in 5mm glass tubes in an argon dry box.
Observed Echo Signals
The single quantum sequence of Figure 3 In the double quantum experiment, illustrated in Figure 3 , it is generally desirable to eliminate all but the double quantum echo. This can be satisfactorly approached in the following manner. The echo at LI follows the phase of the final pulse (so long as the mixing field and first pulse phase are held constant) and is easily subtracted out as we mentioned previously; but this echo can easily be moved away from the double quantum echo by making L I short, and so presents no problems. is subtracted away as it always follows the phase of the mixing field.
The echo at T1 depends upon the phase of both the mixing field and the second pulse and does not cancel in this sequence. The double quantum echo will appear entirely in the quadrature channel, and 100% of this polarization is echoed by this sequence (1n the limit that we have ideal pulses). Also, all pulses and mixing periods may be cycled through 90°
phase increments in order to equalize the two channels in quadrature phase operation. Figure 4c shows the experimental result of this sequence. Indeed now the double quantum echo is easily separated from the rest by left shifting.
Width of the Cross Polarization
Upon fourier transformation of the second half of the aforementioned echoes, we will obtain a frequency domain spectrum which will always consist of two lobes; except for the single quantu"m situation w1I=w 1S where the center of the spectrum is enhanced. The intensity of the double quantum echo will always vanish at wQ=O as double quantum coherence cannot exist at this point. The width of the lobes may be dependent upon several factors: which condition is matched (or, which operator is populated in the tilted frame), the single or double quantum nature of the polarization produced, and the width of the spectal density function.
Effect of the Matching Condition
In Figure 5 we show single quantum frequency domain spectra as a function of proton r.f field amplitude using the spin lock expe~iment.
Solving the matching conditions for wQ' we find that, for fixed wl1 and w lS we should have rotating frame effective field equality between the I and S spins at [17] for condition 1, and [18] for condition 2. It is observed that the separation of the two lobes decreases with increasing w 11 in accordance with equation [17] . As w II is increased above w iS ' the lobes once more separate and follow the relation [18] . The rapid degadation of the SIN with increasing w 11 is easily understood by examining the relationship defining T IS -1 for this matching condition. The sin 2 ~ factor (see equation [15] ) will decrease has the effect of broadening the cross-polarization greatly (we can reduce w 1S to move into a region where the slope of the matching condition is smaller). We should mention that the observed difference between SL and ADRF experiments (see Figure 6 ) could also be due to a broader spectral density for the ADRF, but we can simulate both the ADRF and SL experiments using nearly the same dipolar correlation time • Single vs. Double Quantum Echoes Figure 7 shows the resulting fourier transformation of single quantum and double quantum echoes. As expected, the double quantum echo has greater SIN overall, and much greater response in the wings of the spectrum. Of course, there is also a correspondingly lesser response near the center (at frequencies less than 2w 1S ). The full width of the cross polarization is best realized by observing the double quantum response.
It should be emphasized that we have~ applied non-ideal pulses to the system in order to rotate non-observables into observables and to echo the observables. The single quantum echo sequence merely has a single non-ideal pulse, while the double quantum echo sequence has two non-ideal pulses applied and will have its large large quadrupolar frequencies attenuated to a greater degree. Thus it is very difficult experimentally to observe the full frequency response of the double quantum echo.
Unfortunately, the spectrum will always suffer some distortion even for infinitely long cross polarization times because the heat capacity of the nitrogen spins varies across the powder pattern. The result of this for condition 1 is that the center of the spectrum is always preferentially enhanced even though the TIS in the wings may be shorter.
This fact is demonstrated in Figure 80 Practical Considerations
The general utility of this technique is illustrated in Figure 9 where we have plotted the cross polarized spectra of three tetraalkylammonium compounds. None of these compounds would yield a reasonable spectrum in a finite amount of time without crosspolarization due to exceedingly long TIS. From the preceeding discussion, the relevent experimental considerations should be obvious. 9. Cross polarized 14N spectra of three tetraalkylammonium compounds. In all cases the single quantum echo response is given.
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